
AudioCardioTM

AudioCardioTM is a mobile app that
generates a personalized sound therapy
(barely audible) designed to protect
and strengthen your hearing.

AudioCardioTM Mobile App

Threshold Sound ConditioningTM

technology is backed by over 15 years of
research and development by technologists,
award winning music composers and
scientists.

Threshold Sound ConditioningTM

Threshold Sound ConditioningTM technology
has been clinically tested and proven with
Stanford University, Palo Alto Medical
Foundation, Samsung Medical Center,
Chung-Ang and Nanjing Universities.

Backed By Data and Science

Use AudioCardioTM once a day for one hour while
you enjoy other activities like walking, working out,
listening to music or even while you work.

Make it Part of Your Daily Routine

Some individuals reported noticeable results in as
little as a week and over 70% heard significant
changes after two weeks of consecutive use.

Real Results for Better Hearing Health

AudioCardioTM is a subscription based service that
can be purchased on a monthly, semi annual or
annual subscription starting at $8.33 USD per
month.

Subscribe and Save

Physical Therapy for your Hearing

Contact us at sales@audiocardio.com for enterprise
pricing and partnership inquiries. Learn more at
www.audiocardio.com



Best Practices

Learn more at www.audiocardio.com – Inquiries at info@audiocardio.com

Learn more at www.audiocardio.com.

Connect your earbuds or headphones
and go to a very quiet room.

*Avoid rooms with ambient noise
(appliances, passing cars, etc.)

Move the slider up until you can comfortably
hear the tone being played and then move and
set it at the point where you can barely hear it.

You will do this a total of ten times. First you will
do this for the left ear, then the right.
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You may add music to your experience by
selecting the icon at the bottom of the screen
and connecting to your premium (paid) Apple
Music, Spotify or YouTube accounts and listen
to your sound therapy and your music at the
same time.

Adjust the music volume within the app on
the music player screen using the music volume
slider. Changing the hardware volume will
interrupt the therapy and make it ineffective.
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Optional

After completing the assessment, select the
“Start Therapy” button to start your
personalized sound therapy. You may or may
not hear faint frequencies coming from each
side.

Enjoy your sound therapy for one hour per day
while doing your favorite everyday tasks like
cooking, watching TV, and exercising.
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